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Editorial
This is my first experience of editing the Welsh Beekeeper magazine, and
very interesting it has been too. My thanks to the Editorial Team for their
enthusiasm and support throughout its production and to Claire Waring
who provided me with basic layout of the magazine and technical support.
We also need to thank them all for the work they put into the production of
the magazine during the time it was without an editor and for the way they
developed it with novel ideas and approaches. I’m sure we’d all agree they
made it a great read.
Congratulations to those who’ve recently passed module exams or followed
the Basic Husbandry Preparation course. John Mosedale (letters, page 44)
gives an eloquent and detailed explanation of how study for various WBKA
courses has revolutionised his approach to beekeeping and improved his
understanding, enjoyment, and success. If you would like to follow his lead,
you can get full details of the content of each module and course from the
WBKA website. As John says, “go through the syllabus ... ask if you can do it ...
and if you can’t, you still have some learning to do.”
My thanks to the many contributors who have written on a wide range of
topics. Major themes include the need to review our recent experiences and
to plan for next season. Jill Hill (page 47) summarises what we should be
thinking about, and preparing for, in the coming months.
Science is always bringing us new ideas and knowledge. In this issue we have
brief reviews of new approaches to the treatment of varroa, the dangers of flea
treatments for cats and dogs on our bees and the wider environment, a call
for a ban on pesticides in towns and cities, and a study that suggest that there
are there too many honeybees in some parts of the country. For me the most
fascinating scientific report is of a study that used radar to track individual
drones as they flew in search of mates. The results raise serious challenges to
the generally accepted views of how drone congregation areas work.
Hopefully, your honey harvest is successfully completed? But did you take
enough to spare 40 lbs towards making mead using the 18th century recipe
given in the ‘From the Archives’ section? On a more serious note: if you sell
honey from your house, you should read about Andy Watters’ conversations
with his home insurance provider (page 41) who were unwilling to insure
against the extra risks that such an activity entailed.
Christmas is coming and Paul Yates has added to his outline of candle making
in the Summer edition with an article about soap making. There are books
to buy for the early readers, bee-friendly flowers to grow, frame cleaners to
build, insulated hive covers to make, bees to feed and questions to ask about
the value of ivy honey for the bees. And the most beautiful appreciation of Dai
Thomas, a Pembrokeshire beekeeper.
Basil Wolf
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News Items
WBKA Council met on-line on Saturday 26th June and
11 of the 19 WBKA Associations attended. Council
meetings provide the associations with an opportunity to
hear about the work of the WBKA Trustees and Officers
on behalf of beekeeping in Wales. The meeting also
gives the associations the opportunity to offer guidance
to the Trustees and Officers. If you want to know more
about Council meetings, please contact your Association
Secretary.
WBKA Editor. We are delighted to welcome Basil Wolf
from Aberystwyth as our new editor. We thank him for
taking on this role and hope that he enjoys his time with
the WBKA
Vacancies. The WBKA are still seeking a new Trustee to
join the Management Team. Jill Wheeler will continue
as Chair pro tem until a volunteer is found to fill the
role of Chair. If you like helping to organize and run
events, please consider joining the WBKA Events Team.
If you are interested in knowing more about any of these
vacancies, please contact the General Secretary, Jenny
Shaw, by e-mail on secretary@wbka.com
WBKA Basic Assessments have been resumed this
summer and we also have WBKA candidates entered
for the BBKA General Husbandry and Bee Health
Certificates. If you missed the application deadlines for
2021 and would like to take an assessment next summer,
please see the WBKA website for 2022 details.

www.wbka.com

BIBBA (Bee Improvement & Bee Breeders Association)
has become a specialist member of the WBKA. BIBBA
was established in 1963 by Beowulf Cooper to promote
the well-being of native and near-native honey bees in the
UK. Recent issues of concern to them include the imports
of continental European bees via Northern Ireland and
the promotion of locally adapted bees through a National
Bee Improvement Programme. Information about BIBBA
can be found at BIBBA.com.
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BIBBA is building links with other Beekeeping
Associations to co-ordinate and share activities. BIBBA
has about 1,000 members including 90 in Wales and, as
a WBKA Specialist Member, will attend WBKA Council
meetings in a non-voting capacity. BIBBA and WBKA
Welsh Beekeeper

can work together on science issues, joint campaigns,
encourage the development of locally adapted bee stocks,
share webinars and magazine articles.
WBKA Webinars will continue throughout the winter
of 2021 / 2022. If you have any topics that you would
particularly like to see covered in these webinars, please
contact the General Secretary, Jenny Shaw, on secretary@
wbka.com and your suggestions will be considered.
Video links Frank Gellatly, Regional Bee Inspector for
Wales has joined with Gwenyn Gruffydd to produce
three useful and interestingYouTube videos: An Inspection Visit https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=aUdxKG2MYsE&t=14s
Recognizing American Foulbrood https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=89YBKQBpX5E
Recognizing European Foulbrood https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=VYJiQERtcd8

National Honey Show
The National Honey Show is going ahead live. It will
run from Thursday 21st to Saturday 23rd of October.
The venue is Sandown Park Racecourse, Esher, Surrey,
KT10 9RT. To keep everyone safe, a maximum of 1,000
people will be allowed into the venue, face masks will
be mandatory unless eating and drinking, and a oneway system will be in place. More details and the show’s
newsletter can be found @ https://www.honeyshow.co.uk/
As usual, there are lots of cups and prizes to be won.
A full list of all the categories and entry criteria can be
found at: https://www.honeyshow.co.uk/files/2021/FullSchedule-of-Classes-Guidance-Rules.pdf
OTHER NEWS
Potential future treatments in the fight against varroa
Biopesticides (microbes which target specific insect
pests) are less toxic than chemical pesticides, so work
on developing a fungus to fight varroa is good news.
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WBKA Events
Saturday 6 November
Council Meeting
Forthcoming Webinars
Thursday 16 September
Rational Varroa Control
Professor David Evans
Thursday14 October
Preparing for the Spring build-up
Marin Anastasov NDB
Thursday 11 November
Colonsay’s Native Honey Bee
Reserve
Ann Chilcott, Scottish Expert
Beemaster
Thursday 2 December
A look at the regulations around
cosmetic products
Andy Bullen
Thursday 20 January
Colony Nutrition
Pete Sutcliffe

Metarhizium anisopliae is a common fungus that can germinate on a
varroa mite and drill tiny tubes through the mite’s exoskeleton and kill it.
Unfortunately, the fungus does not tolerate the typical temperatures found
inside a beehive. Scientists used a related organism, Metarhizium brunneum,
to create a heat-tolerant fungus by growing generations of the fungus,
exposing each generation to increasing temperature levels and growing
the next generation from the spores which survived. By the 7th generation
produced by this selection process, 70% of spores were able to germinate at
35o C.
However, although the fungus was now heat-tolerant, it was not very effective
and only killed 4% of the mite population. The scientists then grew subsequent
generations of fungus from the spores found in the dead mites. The fungus
treatment was then compared to oxalic acid treatment and after 18 days, was
found to be as effective as the chemical treatment in keeping mite levels down.
The downside of the fungus treatment is that it is expensive and timeconsuming to use, but the good news is that it will be safer for bees, and
an alternative varroa treatment for beekeepers who do not want to use
chemicals on their colonies. You can find out more about this at https://www.
sciencemag.org/news/2021/06/scientists-evolve-fungus-battle-deadly-honeybee-parasite
Flea treatments for cats and dogs may harm your bees
Some disturbing news from the last Bee Health Advisory Forum was reported
at the recent WBKA Council meeting regarding commonly used “spot”
treatments for cats and dogs. Research carried out at Sussex University and
funded by the Veterinary Medicines Directorate, examined the levels in
English rivers of two neurotoxic pesticides commonly used as flea treatments:
fipronil and imidacloprid. These chemicals are banned from agricultural use,
but it had been assumed that the small amounts used on cats and dogs had
less environmental impact. However, between 2016 and 2018, river samples
collected by the Environment Agency found that 98% contained fipronil
and 66% contained imidacloprid at levels which far exceeded accepted safe
limits. One of the researchers is a vet and noted that millions of cats and
dogs are treated with these products several times a year. Fipronil is the
most commonly used and is found in 66 licensed products. It degrades to
compounds which are more persistent in the environment and toxic to insects
than fipronil itself. These chemicals appear to be in greatest concentration
downstream from wastewater treatment works suggesting that they are
entering rivers from household drains from bathing pets, washing hands after
use and washing pet bedding, as well as dogs swimming in rivers.
Beekeepers need to be aware of the potential risk to their bees if they are using
these products on their pet, as well as concern for the wider environment. The
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paper is published in Science of the Total Environment
(vol 755, Feb 2021) and can be found at:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/
S0048969720370911
Don’t speak too soon… Asian hornets

www.wbka.com

Earlier this year, the Channel Islands reported that there
had been a marked reduction in the numbers of Asian
Hornets found on the islands last year. However, recent
news suggests that they spoke too soon! On June 9th,
the first nest in 18 months was found in Guernsey. It
was the size of a golf ball situated about 7ft from the
ground and consisted of eleven cells containing five eggs,
so was very new. Nine hornets have been trapped in
Sark with another ten sightings reported. One hundred
and one queens have been caught in Jersey and nine
nests destroyed. Islanders are being encouraged to
search garden sheds and garages for nests. The public
awareness campaign about the Asian Hornet has been
very successful in the Channel Islands with forty-eight
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of the one hundred and one queens found in Jersey being
found by members of the public. A more comprehensive
trapping system is now in place following the discovery of
sixty-nine queens in 2019, so Asian Hornet co-ordinators
are confident these new discoveries are not over-wintered
queens, but brought in recently from France on a strong
Easterly wind.
Interestingly, a single Asian Hornet “alive but dying” in a
private dwelling was found in Ireland just north of Dublin.
No further sightings have been found. And at the last
WBKA Council meeting, regional bee inspector Frank
Gellatly reported an unconfirmed sighting of an Asian
Hornet in the Newport area on 25th June. Time to get those
monitoring traps out!
Too many honeybees
An article titled ‘Honeybees are voracious- is it time to put
the brakes on the boom in beekeeping?’ appeared in The
Guardian on 24th July. It describes how the campaign to
“save our bees” has only saved one bee- the honeybee, and
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how the huge increase in beekeeping has had an impact
on the health and survival of the 6,000 other pollinating
insect species in the UK.
Beekeeping used to be seen as a niche hobby, but it has
become a popular activity, especially in cities. The article
includes photos of apiaries above the shops in the Bull
Ring in Birmingham and on brown spaces in London.
Apparently, there are about 7,400 hives in Greater
London.
The honeybee is the most numerous bee on earth, with
the UN’s Food and Agricultural Organisation estimating
there are 90 million hives globally. Unfortunately, when
the average person thinks of bees, they just think of
the honeybee. They are not aware of the 270 species of
solitary bee and 25 species of bumblebee which are at
risk in the UK. The insect conservation charity Bug Life
states that there is a loss of abundance and diversity of
pollinating insects generally, with some on the brink
of extinction. For example, the large Mason Bee is only
found on a single site in North Wales and the 6-banded
Nomad Bee is found only on a single site in Devon.
Interestingly, there are more bee species found in cities
than on farmland. The loss of nectar-producing habitat
and use of pesticides on the latter has reduced insect
populations, whereas the lack of pesticides in gardens
and the heat island effect lengthening the flowering
season in cities is more favourable to pollinating insects.
Fifty percent of UK bee species can be found in London.
The explosion in beekeeping in cities is therefore
having an impact on these bees, as honeybees compete
more effectively for the limited forage. Overcrowding
also potentially increases the risk of disease with a
representative from the Bermondsey Street Bees company
noting that they have had the worst EFB outbreak this
year. It has been estimated that 1 square Km of urban
landscape can support 7 ½ hives. In some areas of
London, 50 hives occupy that space.
It is a sobering thought- our love for beekeeping may be
leading to the demise of our other pollinating bees. You
can read more about this at:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/24/
this-only-saves-honeybees-the-trouble-with-britainsbeekeeping-boom-aoe
Gwenynwyr Cymru

Proposal to ban use of pesticides in non-agricultural
settings
Professor Dave Goulson from the biology department
of the University of Sussex and author of “Silent Earth”
has launched a petition to persuade the government
to ban the use of all pesticides in gardens, road verges,
cemeteries, parks and other green areas. This would result
in huge swathes of insect-friendly habitats and help to
slow down the devastating decline in insect species and
numbers. Although there is wide-spread concern about
the use of pesticides in agriculture, he acknowledges
these are probably needed, but their use cannot be
justified in non-agricultural settings. The campaign is
supported by several environmental groups such as the
Soil Association, Greenpeace, RSPB, and the Bumblebee
Conservation Trust.
At the time of writing, 16,174 people had signed the
petition. You can find out more at:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/aug/05/
campaign-calls-for-uk-ban-pesticides-gardens-urbanareas-aoe
More about pesticides
Dr Harry Siviter from the University of Texas was a
guest on the BBC Radio 4 “Inside Science” programme
recently, describing his meta-analysis of 90 studies
concerning the impact of pesticides on the honeybee.
Recently, farmers are using ready-mixed “cocktails” of
pesticides instead of using individual chemicals. Dr
Siviter’s work demonstrated that combining the pesticides
has a synergistic effect making them more toxic to
bees than the sum of each one individually. Although
each individual pesticide in the mix is licensed, he
recommends that these combination products should
have an additional licence as they can kill double the
number of bees as the individual products. His findings
reflect the results of a comprehensive study carried out in
2016 described in “In-hive pesticide exposome: Assessing
risks to migratory honeybees from in-hive pesticide
contamination in the Eastern United States” available at
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep33207. It was found
that pesticide contamination in stored beebread and wax
was associated with colony death and increased queen
replacement. The more products found in wax, the more
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likely the colony would die. Fipronil was only found in
3 of the colonies studied, but all 3 died before the next
sampling period. The fungicide chlorothalonil was more
common, but again, concentrations were much higher in
colonies which died during the beekeeping season than
those that did not.

BDI and the BBKA support DWV research

You can read more about this in Nature at: https://www.
nature.com/articles/d41586-021-02079-4

DWV has become a devastating disease of managed
honey bees in colonies with significant Varroa mite levels
and results in high colony losses.

Unusual inhabitants of a bird box
A bird box which had fallen off a tree in a garden in
Guernsey was found to contain an Asian Hornet nest! It
was 10cm in diameter and contained a queen, 17 workers
and 82 eggs, larvae and pupae. This is likely to be the
primary nest which the queen then leaves to make a much
larger secondary nest higher up the tree. These nests can
hold up to about 5,000 hornets!

Dr Kirsty Stainton of the Pirbright Institute said that
“there are two predominant strains of DWV: DWV-A
and DWV-B – and recent evidence showed a shift in the
predominant genotype in the UK and the USA during
the past 10 years from DWV-A to DWV-B. This project
seeks to characterise DWV and other honey bee viruses
and expand our understanding of DWV and its complex
interactions with the honey bee host and the mite vector,”

https://www.bbc.com/news/articles/cw94ekz3exyo

More detail is given on the BDI and BBKA websites.

www.wbka.com
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Bee Diseases Insurance Ltd (BDI) and the British
Beekeepers’ Association (BBKA) are jointly funding a
major new research project into Deformed Wing Virus
(DWV) at The Pirbright Institute.
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Harmonic radar tracking reveals that honeybee drones
navigate between multiple aerial leks.
Research carried out in the Austrian Alps and elsewhere
in the early 1960s, used tethered queens or queen
pheromone to locate drones in flight. This work showed
that many thousands of drones congregated at specific
locations where they competed to mate with visiting
queens. These drone congregation areas (DCAs) were
seen to be stable from day to day and across years.
Although this view is widely accepted by beekeepers
today, it has always been questioned by those scientists
who could not find similar evidence of DCAs in flat,
relatively featureless countryside. There is also evidence
that drones are rapidly attracted to pheromones in any
location, even 800 m out to sea, which suggests that the
methodology might have given misleading results.
In contrast, radar studies of drone movements en masse
(without the use of chemicals) around a large apiary,
revealed 18 km of flyways occupied by many thousands of
drones moving between DCAs. The maximum number of
drones observed in a DCA at any one time was only 68.
Recent research by scientists from Queen Mary University
of London and Rothamsted used radar to track the
flights of individual honeybee drones. Subsequently, data
analytics were used to show the pattern of flyways used
by the drones and identify the locations of the DCAs that
they visited.
Drones made one or two preliminary orientation flights
in which they followed multiple loops in different
directions around, and up to 100 m from, the hive. These
flights averaged around 13 minutes and did not allow
the drone to discover the location of DCAs (or mating
leks as they were called in this article). In subsequent
‘mating’ flights, the drones followed common flyways
used by other drones and flew directly from one DCA to
the next without evidence of any need to search for their
location. This suggests that cues for the location of DCAs
were observable from close to the hive and, since they
were visited by drones from multiple hives, from many
directions.
At DCAs, the drones exhibited a swarm-like flying
behaviour with the group resembling a midge mating
swarm. These DCAs were about 100 m in diameter and
Gwenynwyr Cymru

drones flew to greater heights within them than they did
in flyways. Individual drones remained in the DCA for an
average of just over two minutes before returning to the
hive or moving on to the next DCA. The DCAs remained
stable during the day as departing drones were replaced
by new arrivals.
Four DCAs were identified at close proximity to one
another, and these were visited by drones from all three
hives monitored in the experiment. About twenty percent
of drones were observed to visit more than one DCA
before returning to their hive. These observations suggest
that drones exhibit patrolling behaviour, i.e. they fly in
relatively straight lines between DCAs where they stop to
check for the presence of a queen before moving on.
Both flyways and mating leks were stable over two years,
which suggests that drones navigate using standard
cues in the landscape. The overall picture generated by
this work is one of a large population of drones moving
through the landscape and dispersed between flyways
and mating leks. The number of drones in a mating lek at
any one time was not estimated, but is likely to be much
lower than previous research using chemical lures.
Three suggestions are made to explain the differences
between these results and the standard view of DCAs.
Firstly, earlier studies defined DCAs to be much larger
than in this and other radar studies, suggesting that they
may have trapped drones from multiple smaller DCAs
in close proximity. Secondly, aerial traps using tethered
queens or chemical lures would not give an instantaneous
view of the numbers of drones in a DCA, but they would
overestimate the number by trapping all drones that
arrived at the DCA over time, so depleting the number of
drones in the flyways and other DCAs. And thirdly, the
lure itself might have attracted drones from the flyways
and adjacent DCAs in greater numbers than normal.
These results challenge an accepted view of drone
behaviour and, if repeatable under different
circumstances, promise to revolutionise our
understanding of the mating behaviour of bees.
JL Woodgate, JC Makinson, N Rossi, KS Lim, AM
Reynolds, CJ Rawlings and L Chittka. iScience 24,
102499, June 25, 2021 https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
isci.2021.102499
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My start in beekeeping

I

Colin Chorley

am very new to beekeeping and joined WBKA only
a few weeks ago. I was sitting in my garden in the
afternoon on 29th May, 2021 and went inside to
make a coffee however on my return, my jaw dropped
as I noticed several bees swarming in my garden. I was
concerned at first as I have always had a fear of bees,
having been stung several times as a child. So, I watched
them bravely through the window until they eventually
settled on a shrub.

out that the swarm was queen-less and he returned a few
days later with an unfertilised queen who was introduced
into the hive. After about a fortnight, the colony was
dwindling and there was no sign of the queen.
This is where the story gets interesting. He offered me a
swarm which he had collected previously and arranged
to drop them over to me. However, as he was about to
open the new hive ready for his swarm, I noticed a group
of approximately 10 bees at the entrance with their tails
in the air doing their thing. Then all of a sudden, literally
hundreds of bees came swarming over the wall, landing
straight into my new hive. This was an unbelievable sight
to see, even the swarm catcher could not believe his eyes.
It was as if I had built the home specifically for them and it
was moving in day.

www.wbka.com

I searched the WBKA website swarm contact map and
found a person who collects swarms for this area. He
was very helpful and informative and also involved me
and my eight-year old son in the process of collecting
the swarm. By this time my interest was sparked and I
asked if I could keep them and what I would need to do?
He told me that I would need to buy myself a hive and
basic equipment etc.. I quickly went onto the internet and The swarm have settled well in their new hive and already I
ordered all the equipment that I would need. He pointed have a new supply of young bees.
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Four gifts for younger readers
Emma Davies
BEES a lift-the-flap eco book by Carmen Saldaña (Illustrator)
Although at first glance this book may appear to be designed for very
young children, it is also appealing to adults with its level of depth on
why we need bees, what is pollination, inside the beehive, honey, why
are bees in danger and how we can help? The colour illustrations are
beautifully muted. The pages are sturdy, although an adult may wish
to help lift the flaps for the first time to prevent damage. This would
be a lovely book for a grown up to share with a young child or for a
more independent reader who may still enjoy lifting the flaps to reveal
additional facts and pictures.
Published by Ladybird for reading age 4-6 years
Little Honey Bee By Caryl Lewis, illustrated by Valériane Leblond
A gentle story about unspecified loss, as a young girl is suddenly taken
to live with her grandmother in the middle of a wintry night. Refusing
to speak at first but, as spring comes and she begins to learn about the
seasons and the bees, she is healed by the simple country routines they
follow as they tend the garden and grandma’s bees in their decorated
beehives. The illustrations are beautiful, although the story itself left
me wanting more explanation of Elsi’s life, not just about the initial
tragedy, but what circumstances then left her as a single mother. As a
story it feels incomplete but this is nevertheless a charming book and
has value in the way it deals with loss from a child’s point of view and
how a connection with nature can heal the soul.
Published by Y Lolfa for reading age 3-7 years
The ABCs of Honey Bees and The ABCs of Beekeeping by Rhoda
Shope.
These two neat little books full of beautifully clear and colourful
photographs offer a first insight into the world of honey bees and
beekeeping. With one word per page and a simple and concise
explanation of the terms from ‘Apiary’ and ‘Apiculture’ through
‘Lifecycle’ and ‘Nectar Flow’ to ‘Zeal and Zoom’. Although the title
may suggest they are designed for younger readers these accessible
books are perfect for children and interested adults alike and would sit
happily on the coffee table or in the reading corner.
Published by Northern Bee Books
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Learning and Development Report
Caroline Mullinex
WBKA Exam Secretary
Learning & Development Lead Trustee
It is always a pleasure to report
exam successes and never more so
than this year, given that no exams
or assessments at all were able to
proceed in 2020.

www.wbka.com

Module exams resumed in April,
when they were taken online using
the Inspera Exam Portal. This was
a first for BBKA, and for most
candidates who will never have
experienced online exams before.
They are, however, becoming more
widely used and I suppose it was
inevitable that we would see such a
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change at some point.
From my perspective as WBKA
Exam Secretary, it meant I didn’t
have to find exam venues or
invigilators. I was also a candidate
and found the support provided by
BBKA to get the exam software set
up etc. was excellent. There was an
opportunity to practise using the
system before exam day and, whilst
a few candidates decided they would
prefer to wait until November and sit
a conventional written exam, most
tried the online option.

One of the challenges with written
exams is that few of us are used to
writing for 90 minutes at a time any
more. So, for many (me included),
the keyboard option was attractive.
The November module exams will
have a conventional face-to-face
option, although most WBKA
applicants so far have opted for
online.
Another change in relation to the
April exams was that the results were
delivered by email, which certainly
avoided the frustration of postal

Autumn 2021
delays and meant that everyone received their results on
the same day!

The closing date for November applications is the end
of September and there is a further change in that
applications can now be submitted online. Please email
education@wbka.com to request an application link
which will then be sent to the email address registered on
the eR2 membership system.
STUDY GROUP

Once again, the overall pass rate for WBKA candidates
was fantastic at 90%, so very well done everyone. The
successful WBKA candidates were: Module 1: Honey Bee Management
Sarah Williams, Katie Ritchie, Ifan Morgan, Lynda
Christie (Credit), Linda Jones (Credit), Thomas McBride
Module 2: Honey Bee Products and Forage
Caroline Mullinex (Distinction), Alan Burford
(Credit), Catherine Gardener-Thorpe (Credit), Peter
Bezkorowajnyj (Credit), Ifan Morgan (Credit), Kath
Keirle (Credit),
Module 3: Honey Bee Pests Disesase and Poisoning
Mary Ratcliffe (Distinction), Linda Jones, Martine Hewitt
(Credit)
Module 5: Honey Bee Biology
Katie Ritchie, Lynda Christie
Module 6: Honey Bee Behaviour
Caroline Mullinex, Tracy Harper
Intermediate Theory Certificate
Caroline Mullinex (Credit), Mary Ratcliffe (Credit)
Gwenynwyr Cymru

The Module 2 virtual study group can, I think, be
considered a success. All the study group members
who took the exam had great results – nothing less
than a credit. The idea of setting this up was to test
the approach so that, if successful, its model could be
followed by other groups – see the separate article on
this.
BASIC ASSESSMENTS
We have also been able to resume delivery of WBKA
Basic Assessments this year and our assessors have been
working hard to fit these in rather later in the season than
previously because we extended the application deadline
while we were awaiting details of Welsh Government
relaxations to the Covid restrictions. WBKA Basic
Assessments and BBKA higher practical assessments are
still ongoing as I write this. So, we will publish the list of
all our successful practical assessment candidates in the
next magazine.
Next year, we expect to return to the normal application
closing date of 1 May for Basic Assessments, which
allows assessments to be planned and conducted by the
end of July.
Do please make sure that you submit your applications in
good time as we will be unable to accept late applications.
Reminders will be sent to the local associations and
published on our website and social media.
GENERAL HUSBANDRY
WBKA recently completed the delivery (albeit somewhat
interrupted by lockdowns) of a General Husbandry
Preparation course. This comprised 2 days of intensive
theory followed by a practical day under the expert
guidance of Lynfa Davies and Marin Anastasov, who are
both NDBs.
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(Read John Mosedale’s letter on page 44 outlining how
this course has helped to revolutionise his beekeeping).

happy to help prospective candidates understand what is
required and what the assessment process entails.

As a result of the course, there is now a small cohort
of WBKA members in the pipeline to take the General
Husbandry Assessment and we will be considering how
else WBKA might support them.

We need more people qualified to this level in Wales to
support our aim to increase the number of members
who take the Basic Assessment. Passing the General
Husbandry Assessment would make you eligible
to become a Basic Assessor and use your skills and
experience to support the development of beekeepers and
contribute to an improved standard of beekeeping across
Wales.

If you have 5 years or more experience, have passed your
Basic Assessment, and would like to achieve a higher
beekeeping qualification but perhaps don’t wish to take
written exams, the General Husbandry Assessment may
be for you.
It is a challenging practical assessment which will test
your knowledge and practice across all areas. It requires
a good deal of preparation, but the syllabus is a great
starting point to understand what is needed (and should
be reviewed continuously as you prepare).

www.wbka.com

If this is something which would interest you and you
would like to know more, please get in touch. We are
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Of course, there is no obligation to become an assessor,
but having more people in this role is vital for succession
planning within WBKA. So we do urge members to
consider qualifying and becoming an assessor. Like
our trustees and officers, all our Basic Assessors are
volunteers, so having more qualified assessors will help
lighten the load for those who give their time freely and
willingly at a time when their own beekeeping and other
commitments can be challenging.

Autumn 2021

Module Study Group

A

Caroline Mullinex

s you will have seen from Ifan Morgan’s letter
in the Summer 2021 magazine, a virtual study
group was set up last autumn to prepare for the
spring 2021 Module 2 exam. The idea was that we would
test an approach to running a study group using WBKA’s
GoTo Meeting facility and, if successful, share the
“model” for other groups to try.
So, let’s start with the end result which was fantastic.
Every member of the study group who took the exam
achieved at least a credit. This is especially noteworthy as,
for most of the group, this was their first BBKA module
exam.
Back to the beginning. 8 members signed up and we
held an initial meeting to decide on our approach. We
agreed to purchase a BBKA Correspondence Course, and
to share the cost between group members. The course
comprised 5 papers, designed to cover the entire Module
2 syllabus So they are very comprehensive and quite
challenging. Each paper is marked and returned with
feedback, and BBKA allocated Lynfa Davies to mark the
group’s efforts.
We each had a go at the papers individually, then met
virtually to discuss our respective answers and agree
a group answer paper to submit for marking, before
moving on to tackle the next paper in the same way.
The discussions were quite intense at times and it was
surprising how often we took a different interpretation
of what was being asked. We learnt to read the question
carefully (and twice) to make sure we stayed focussed on
what was required. It is very easy to go off at a tangent, or
even to go completely off topic and, whilst what is written
may be excellent, if it doesn’t answer the specific question
being asked, it will get no marks in the exam!

Once all the papers were marked, we had allowed time to
work through some past papers ahead of the exam. This
is a great way to consolidate what you have learned and
practice exam technique. Again, group discussion of the
answers can identify any areas of confusion.
There is probably no substitute for a face-to-face study
group, perhaps in a social setting, but that was neither
possible (due to Covid), nor practical (as we were a
geographically dispersed group).
Unfortunately, robust internet connectivity is not
universal and Wales has its share of “not spots”. This
made it virtually impossible for one member of the group
to participate meaningfully so that is a potential pitfall
to be borne in mind if you decide to try a study group
with virtual meetings. (Had it not been for Covid and
lockdowns, that problem might have been overcome
through using someone else’s internet connection, but this
simply wasn’t an option at the time).
I have been part of a module study group previously, but
we were a group from the same association who mostly
knew each other to begin with. With our virtual group,
most of us had never met before so we were, effectively,
a group of strangers and it does take a little time for
everyone to get to know each other and feel comfortable
to speak and share views. Virtual meetings can make that
“ice breaking” more challenging as the nuances you might
pick up on face to face are not always obvious online.
Setting some ground rules at the outset is essential – e.g.
sticking to time, respecting other views, and allowing
everyone to input to discussions. Allocating a “chair” and
“scribe” for each meeting certainly helped and encouraged
everyone to be actively involved.

We lost a few members of the group whose other
commitments and time constraints made it impossible for
them to continue but finished with 5.

Virtual communication has become part of our everyday
lives over the last 18 months and it is likely to continue, to
some degree, even beyond Covid restrictions.

Both Lynfa as our course tutor, and Trisha Marlow,
supported the group by each joining a meeting to give us
instant feedback on our discussions.

The WBKA do intend to continue subscribing to a virtual
meeting platform when the existing licences expire in
October. These meeting licences are available for local
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associations to use, without charge. If you are setting up
a study group and would like to use a WBKA meeting
licence, your association secretary can book meeting
slots for you. These are subject to availability, so being
as flexible as you can with your meeting dates/times can
help. Meetings can be recorded so, if a member of the
group misses a meeting, they can easily catch up.
We know it can be hard to generate sufficient interest to
run a study/revision group in your immediate local area
but doing this virtually means you can look further afield
for like-minded individuals. It is worth emphasising to
potential group members that joining the study group
puts them under no obligation to actually take the exam.
Many people have no desire to do so but might still enjoy
learning how to improve their practical beekeeping.
The results from our pilot group really speak for
themselves so I do encourage you to give it a try. You can
always post on WBKA social media (Facebook & Twitter)
to find other members to join your group.

A Swarm in October
Dee Williams

T

he phone call sounded urgent. “We have a swarm
of bees in our horse field.” Pete and I looked at
each other. It’s October!

A seven-mile drive away, we found a clump of small
Blackthorn bushes about 70 - 80 cm high at the edge of
a large field. It wasn’t a swarm, but a small colony with
combs built around one of the bushes, now exposed as the
leaves were falling off.
We went home for a National box, a saw and secateurs.
Cutting around the branches exposed the bees, and we
sawed off the remaining stem and branches to put the
little colony in the box. Unfortunately, it would only fit in
sideways, but we were able to fit a couple of drawn combs
either side.

We left it there for the rest of the day so that all the bees
could go in and settle. We sealed it up in the evening and
took it home.

www.wbka.com

We did not know if it would survive the winter as it was so
late in the year, but we gave it the best chance by feeding
as much syrup as it would take. It survived and then we
had a long, drawn out job to get it on to brood frames by
carefully cutting out the wild comb as brood emerged and
adding extra frames.
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They turned out to be good bees and we kept them until
they superseded a year later..
Welsh Beekeeper
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Tasks: September to November
Jill Hill
After a hectic bee-keeping summer and the busiest swarming season for years, there is still plenty of work waiting
for you in the apiary! The autumn is a critical time for preparing the bees to survive winter, for you to reflect on
what went well this season and what didn’t work, and to look forward to a holiday from beekeeping! This article
continues the beekeeping calendar described in the spring and summer editions, but if this is your first winter with
bees, it may be worth discussing what strategies other local beekeepers use in typical winter weather conditions
in your area. A brief summary of one beekeeper’s winter preparation is available on the WBKA website @ https://
wbka.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/a002winterpreparation.pdf

September

T

he honey harvest is completed, and you should
have monitored varroa levels and treated as
required by now. Colony size is decreasing,
drones are disappearing, swarming is very unlikely, and
winter bees are being produced. These bees have several
physiological differences from summer bees but need
protecting from varroa damage as, unlike summer bees
which live for about 6 weeks, they need to survive the
winter and be in good health to get the colony up and
running for the following spring.

moth and rodents and make any repairs before storing in
a cool dry shed ready for next year. You do not want to
need a hive urgently in the new beekeeping season and
find it still dirty from the previous season!
Robbing by other honeybees and wasps can be a problem
at this time of year so reduce hive entrances, particularly
in small colonies, to make it easier for guard bees to
protect. Set up wasp traps.

You should complete a pest and brood disease inspection:
shake the bees carefully off each frame and examine the
brood. Is the sealed brood a biscuit colour, dry, each
cell convex and without perforations? Are the larvae
in the unsealed brood white, glistening, curled up in a
C-shape with clear segmentation? These are the signs
of healthy brood. Check for eggs and that the queen
is present. Details about bee diseases can be found on
the WBKA website @ https://wbka.com/wp-content/
uploads/2018/08/Diseases-Document-A5.pdf

Colonies need to have sufficient stores (about 35 to 40lbs
or 16-18kg) to survive the winter months when there is
very little forage available and it is too cold for the bees
to venture outside the hive. If you have harvested their
honey, you will need to replace this with thick 2:1 sugar
syrup. This can be purchased ready-made or made by
mixing 2lb of white granulated sugar with 1 pint of hot
water (1kg sugar with 625ml water). Available forage is
diminishing, but the bees will use ivy and Michaelmas
daisies if available. A booklet about feeding is available
on the WBKA website @ https://wbka.com/wp-content/
uploads/2020/09/Feeding-Bees-Wally-Shaw-09-2020.pdf .

You need to identify small or weak colonies (less than 5
frames of bees) and be ruthless in making the decision
about whether they will survive the winter. So long as
they are healthy, these colonies need to be united with
a strong colony after killing the queen in the weak one
(or if she is a new and healthy queen, you may keep her
and remove the queen in the strong colony if that one
is beginning to fail). Lynfa Davies describes the process
in this edition, but the Norfolk Honey Company have
a video about uniting colonies which you can find on
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9c2q9CsarRg ).
As you remove supers and empty hives after uniting
colonies, clean the equipment to protect it from wax

Unless you have a spring-balance and can weigh your
hives, estimating whether there are sufficient stores can
be difficult. Each brood frame (filled both sides) contains
about 5 lb (2.5kg) of stores and a super frame has about
2.5lb so a quick count of what is in the hive will give you a
rough estimate. Heft the hive. This is done by holding the
roof and floor to keep the hive closed, then tipping it up
slightly on one side. Repeat on the other side in case there
is a lateral imbalance. If it is difficult to lift because it is so
heavy, the hive is likely to have enough stores. During the
winter, you can heft the hive occasionally to estimate how
much stores are left without opening the hive, comparing
the ease with which you can move the hive with the effort

Gwenynwyr Cymru
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required in the autumn.
You may want to order some fondant now in case any of
the colonies need feeding in winter. Syrup is unsuitable
for winter feeding, but the bees can access fondant
through a tear made in the wrapping before placing the
exposed substance over the hole in the crown board.
Hefting a hive to assess adequacy of stores

As the evenings draw in and there is nothing good on the
telly, you can catch up on the webinars you missed in the
summer. They are still available on the home page of the
WBKA web page.
You could register for one or more of the BBKA modules
and start revising for the exam in November (https://
wbka.com/exams-and-assessments/ ). Or you could sit
with a glass of wine and your feet up and start to relax!

October
Remove the queen excluder. If you leave this in place with
stores above it, the cluster of winter bees will not be able
to move to access the food as the queen will be unable to
pass through the excluder.

www.wbka.com

Heft the hive. If there are sufficient stores and the colony
is queen-right and free of disease, you should not need to
open the hive again until the first inspection in spring.
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Consider whether insulation is required in the roof space.
Bees tolerate cold far better than dampness caused by the
condensation that can accumulate in the warm interior
of a hive so adequate ventilation is important. Ensure
the holes in the crown. board are open (for ventilation,
to look down to check the amount of stores and to place
a slab of fondant over if stores dwindle over winter).
Wooden crown boards are better insulators than glass
ones.
Check the hive exterior for gaps and damage and make
repairs as necessary. Tie a strap round the hive or place a
couple of bricks on top to prevent the hive being blown
over in winter gales. Unless you have small hive entrances,
insert a mouse-guard at the end of the month to prevent
rodents from seeking a warm food store to live in during
the winter.
If you have woodpeckers in the area, wrap chicken wire
round the hive to prevent them making holes in the walls
when searching for a winter snack.Tidy the apiary and
clear accumulations of leaves and vegetation that could
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block the hive entrances.

November
Heft the hives. These should still be difficult to move.
Bees may still be flying but as there is virtually no forage
available, these are usually cleansing flights.
Check varroa levels and depending on the number of
mites, consider whether the use of oxalic acid will be
required later in winter when the brood is at its smallest
or absent. The varroa calculator on BeeBase is available
at https://nationalbeeunit.com/public/BeeDiseases/
appresults.cfm
Take those module exams you booked in September.
Make a list of equipment you need for next year and order
it. Review your beekeeping records and reflect on how the
season went. You have the winter ahead to learn new ways
of beekeeping and to avoid making the same mistakes you
made this season next year!
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Treatment Free Beekeeping
by David Heaf
A Book Review

I

t comes as no surprise that Bees for Development
described this book as “a seminal work and essential
reading for both beekeepers and researchers”,
and that Thorne’s Beekeeper’s News rated it 5/5 on its
recent release. This is a book that not only expresses the
sentiment for treatment-free beekeeping, but crucially
goes to great lengths to make the case in a highly
scientific, research-based way, that the treatment-free
approach is the most likely way to ensure a healthy future
for our bees.
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It would be no exaggeration to describe Dr David Heaf
as a world expert on the ‘People’s Hive’ of Abbé Émile
Warré - a design he chose after considering it to be the
most conducive environment in which husbanded bees
could thrive - especially in the climate and ecology of
his home area of Gwynedd in North Wales. He typically
manages up to eight apiaries and his own bees have been
kept completely chemical-treatment free for ten years. He
takes the unequivocal position that “all chemicals aimed
at poisoning the target organism, most commonly varroa,
circumvent natural selection, thereby postponing the coadaptation of the honey bee…” Second to this he refers to
the “dozens of papers” which examine the various degrees
in which synthetic and organic miticides can have wideranging effects on bee health and behaviour.
As in his first book The Bee-friendly Beekeeper, David
devotes a whole chapter to ethical considerations. This
includes recognising the tension that sometimes exists
between beekeepers who favour chemical treatment
and those who do not. For example, some ‘treaters’
have accused ‘non-treaters’ of creating ‘mite-bombs’
i.e. colonies that, if weakened, will be robbed by other
healthier bees that will carry the infection back to their
treated nests (though this somewhat undermines belief
in the efficacy of the treatments being applied in them).
On the other hand, non-treaters will see their efforts to
open-mate strong, locally well-adapted bees as being
undermined by their queens mating with drones with
inferior genes from colonies that might not exist without
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chemical bolstering. A dilemma indeed.
Not so, David happily concludes, in the case of the
‘Gwynedd Experience’. This was the interesting subject of
a main hall talk at the last WBKA Spring Convention held
in 2019. For several years, two thirds of bee colonies went
untreated and the majority remain so to this day. For five
years, between 2010 and 2015, Shân and Clive Hudson of
Meirionydd Beekeeping Association diligently recorded
winter losses amongst both treated and untreated colonies
in their area - a total of over 1,500 colony winters and
concluded that treatment-free colonies did not have
increased winter losses.
David expands the theme by looking at several other
treatment-free studies in both Europe and America,
considers biotechnical methods used against varroa, and
other ways of minimising colony loss by considering
areas such as genetics, hive type, and colony management.
However, space forbids further expansion on these
themes. So, if you want to learn more, then buy the book
– it is recommended.
Demonstrating his typical disdain for overly dogmatic
approaches, David even questions the title of his own
book. Research has demonstrated how our honeybees are
adapting to varroa by investigating potentially infected
cells in their hives, uncapping and then re-capping them,
and removing any infected material in the process.
Therefore, he says, even completely wild colonies that are
surviving varroa are not treatment free, it is just that the
treatments are not being administered by humans - but by
the bees themselves!
Mal Shears,
Member for Alternative Beekeeping

Treatment-free Beekeeping

David Heaf
2021, IBRA & NBB, £24.95. ISBN 978-1913811-00-6
Available from Northern Bee Books
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Soap Making
Paul Yates

S

oap has been used for hundreds of years and
has its origins in the observations of cooks who
noticed that drips of animal fat mixed with wood
ash from their fires to form soap. Later experimentation
would show that any animal fat mixed with a strong
alkali will produce a form of soap through a process
called saponification. I have been making soap for about
eight years, following what is known as the Cold Process
Method. It is not an overly complex process. Think of
it as cooking while wearing protective clothing, but
recognising that the process is potentially dangerous
and needs great care. Having said that, you can make
soaps that are milder and kinder to the skin than many
purchased brands. Soap making is a rewarding activity
and produces great presents for family and friends,
though the product cannot be sold legally without
expensive and time-consuming product testing and safety
verification.

Study and understand the process
This description of soap making is a basic outline only,
you need to understand how the process works and
what you must do to protect your own safety. It is well
worth watching as many soap making videos as you can
on YouTube. These will give you added insight into the
A range of oils, beeswax and goats milk

Wear protective clothing and prepare for emergencies
equipment that is required, along with the procedures
that you need to follow. You’ll also pick up tips about
ingredients and recipes that you might try. Every bit of
knowledge you can gain will help you.
It is also worth watching a saponification video to cement
your knowledge of the chemistry involved. You do not
have to use animal fats to produce soap, vegetable oils
work very well and these are the oils that I use to make
soap.

Safety first
You will be using very strong solutions of caustic soda
(sodium hydroxide), which is alkaline, and splashes
will cause chemical burns to skin and clothing. So, it is
important to cover the arms, wear safety glasses, rubber
gloves and apron. I keep a pint glass of water close to
hand for use as an eye wash in case of an emergency
and use neat vinegar to neutralise any spilled solution.
Exclude pets and small children from the area that you
use to make soap.

Ingredients
The primary ingredients of soap are caustic soda (sodium
hydroxide) crystals, called ‘lye’ by soap makers, animal
Gwenynwyr Cymru
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or vegetable oils, and essential oils for fragrances. When
purchasing caustic soda, make sure that you buy caustic
soda crystals. Some products that are labelled as caustic
soda contain a mixture of sodium carbonate and caustic
soda. These are of no use for soap making because they
are not strong enough and the soap mixture will not set.
There are numerous oils to choose from when making
soap. Each one will require a different quantity of lye to
turn the measured quantity of oil into soap. The different
oils all have their own special benefits when it comes to
skin care:
• Coconut Oil is super cleansing and produces large
bubbles.
• Castor Oil is great for shampoo bars.
• Olive Oil moisturises the skin and creates a creamy
lather.
• Sunflower Oil produces a lather that is incredibly
conditioning on the skin.
• Almond Oil is wonderfully moisturising.
• Beeswax helps to harden your finished product.

Assemble the equipment you will need
It is worth doing a bit of research yourself, in time you
will be formulating your own recipes.
It is possible to purchase your oils and Lye from dedicated
soap making suppliers. A good starting point would be:https://www.thesoapkitchen.co.uk
I tend to buy most of my oils from Asian food stores.
They readily stock coconut oil, castor oil and almond
oil. You will see references to Sweet Almond Oil in the
soap making literature. This is the oil that is supplied in
Asian food shops, but it is not prefixed as sweet. You do
not need to purchase expensive Olive Oil. In fact cheaper
pumice oil works better in soap making. If you use
beeswax, only use the show grade cappings wax. This will
be the cleanest and purest wax you have.
Do a bit of research into any essential oils that you intend
to use. The internet and aromatherapy books are good
sources of information. You can also use Fragrance Oils,
but these tend to be alcohol based and can turn soap into
a gel within moments of being added. The resulting soap
is unappealing to look at, but works fine in practice.
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I also add Vitamin E to my soaps. It acts as a preservative
and is also excellent for skin care.
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Dedicated equipment
I use dedicated equipment for use in soap making. You
will need: An accurate set of scales. A jug to mix the Lye
Welsh Beekeeper
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Generally, the oils and lye solution are mixed when they
are both at the same temperature in a range between
38oC and 51oC. When using beeswax in the recipe the
temperature needs to be 66oC or else the beeswax will
start to solidify. The mix needs to be stirred continuously
at a steady pace, avoiding splashes that will burn skin and
clothing. The mix will start to thicken as it saponifies, the
oils break down, glycerine is produced and a soap forms.
When the mixture reaches ‘trace’, you will notice that stir
marks will visibly hold together. At this point you will
add the essential oils and vitamin E, which have been
prepared in advance. The soap can gel very quickly and
set in the pan when the essential oils are added.

Use Bain Maries to warm oils and lye
solution. A saucer to use when weighing Lye crystals. A
steel spoon to mix the Lye solution. Two homebrew type
thermometers. A Bain-Marie. A hand mixer. Moulds of
your choice (I use silicone baking moulds). A silicone
squeegee to pour the mixed soap into the mould. Cling
film to cover the soap once it is in the mould. An old
towel or blanket.

The Sage Calculators
You need to familiarise yourself with the Sage Lye
Calculator: https://www.the-sage.com/lyecalc/ before you
start. You will use it to calculate the amount of lye needed
for the particular weight and mix of oils that you are
using.
The Sage Fragrance Calculator is used to estimate the
amount of fragrance required for the weight of oils used:
https://www.the-sage.com/fragcalc/.

Making the soap

Now pour the soap mixture into your silicone moulds,
using the silicone squeegee to get all of the mixture into
the moulds. Cover the soap mixture with cling film to seal
it in the mould and cover with an old blanket or towels.
The saponification process will generate heat naturally.
You will help the reaction by keeping this heat in. Leave
the soap in the moulds for a minimum of 24 hours and
for longer if it is slow to set.
Once set, turn the bars of soap out onto a wire cake
tray. Leave them to cure for at least six weeks. Do not be
tempted to use them before they are ready. The alkaline
solution will take time to complete its work on the oils
and will still be active even though the bars of soap appear
to be solid. I recommend that you leave your soap for
longer than six weeks if you can. Put a couple of bars aside
and try them after six months. They will lather better, stay
firmer and last longer.
Home made soaps, should be allowed to drain after use.
If they are left in a soap dish with even a small amount of
water they will soon turn to a mush.
Good luck with your soap making. I look forward to
seeing your results.

First make the caustic soda solution: always add your
measured amount of caustic soda to your premeasured
amount of liquid. Never add liquid to caustic soda as it
will react and erupt violently. The mix will get very hot.
Keep stirring and make sure that all of the crystals are
dissolved. The Lye solution will also give off strong fumes.
Ideally, make the mixture in the open air and stand
upwind.
Gwenynwyr Cymru
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Young Beekeepers
Bees at school

Send your beekeeping stories,
photos, pictures or jokes to:
editor@wbka.com

We have had bees in St. Mary’s Catholic Primary School since 2014. We already had two nucs ordered for delivery
in May, when a swarm landed in the Conservation Area in the school grounds. We were donated a WBC hive and so
ended up starting off with two National Hives and the WBC.
We are a Platinum Ecoschool and we aim to educate the children about their environment. The bees are here to help
us. We only take honey if there is a surplus and will always leave enough behind, so that we only need to feed in
exceptional circumstances. Some years, there is no honey at all for us.
We still treat our bees and practice swarm management, but try to interfere as little as possible. We also try our best
to ensure that as many of the children get to visit the hives as possible. This may just be to sit and watch, or record the
activity of bees entering and leaving, but we’ve also installed Perspex crown boards so that the bees can be seen with
little or no disturbance. Sadly, opportunities for the children to inspect the hives have been greatly reduced this year.
All the children get involved with the honey harvest when there is one, from extraction to bottling. We also design our
own labels and teach the children about the FSA regulations.

With the new Curriculum for Wales, we have very much embedded the bees in the teaching. Elements of this are
cyclical, so that the children return to the topic several times. This ensures that they build on their knowledge as they
progress through the school.
Obviously, this year has been unusual. Hopefully things are set to improve in September with the beginning of the new
academic year. We still have our fingers crossed for some honey!

Practice your knitting using this Teeny Tiny Bee Knitting Pattern at:
https://www.tippytupps.com/creations/knitting/teeny-tiny-bee-free-knitting-pattern/
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Phoenix marks a queen
Hello, my name is Phoenix. I am 14 years old and I am
a new beekeeper. It’s the best thing in the world.
I started my beekeeping journey by reading many
many books, but the Haynes Bee Manual was by far
the best. So I hope you take my advice and read it.
After a few months I signed up to do a beekeeping
course with Cardiff, Vale & Valleys Beekeepers’
Association and I learned so many things and the
people are just incredible to work with. So if you’re
looking for a course to do, I recommend it.

Evan and Amelie meet the
bees
Our family are interested in bee keeping and would
love to keep a couple of hives in our garden. First, we
needed to find out how to keep bees happy and healthy,
so we did a taster session with Nick from the Cardiff
Vale & Valleys Beekeepers’ Association. We loved it!
Nick showed us a National Hive and explained how
it worked. We saw the brood box where the brood is
kept and the super where the honey is stored. A queen
excluder stops the queen going up and laying eggs in
the supers but lets the workers through to make the
honey. A varroa floor increases ventilation and catches
the varroa mites as they fall off the bees. It does not
cure the varroa mite infestation but can help it from
getting out of control.
After Nick showed us the hives, we put our bee suits on
and Nick lit the smoker, much to the delight of Evan
and Amelie, who loved using it.

The first thing I learnt about bee keeping was the
equipment you need and the patience it takes to
become a beekeeper. When it comes to getting your
first hive it is so exciting. My first hive is a WBC but
there are many different types available.
Marking a queen for the first time was difficult. I was
working with my friends Rhodri and Aled. We used
a cage and plunger to mark the queen, but it was a
little tricky because she kept following the other bees.
But we got there in the end. We marked the queen
while Rhodri held the her in the cage We had to be
very gentle not to squish her because she was not very
happy. We marked the queen blue because she was
made last year and I managed to get a clear shot of her
thorax.
After we marked the queen I left her in the cage and
left it on top on the frames we had already inspected
just so the other bees knew it was her and reunited
them after finishing the inspection.

Gwenynwyr Cymru

We then walked around to the hives and opened
one up. It was amazing to see inside the hive, and we
couldn’t believe the weight of the frames with all the
comb and honey on them. The bees were calm and
didn’t seem bothered with us there. We saw the queen
bee, who was marked with a white spot on her back.
Nick used the smoker to keep the bees calm. Smoke in
the hive makes the bees think there is a forest fire and
the smoke confuses them and they start gorging on
honey as they think they need to escape the hive, rather
than attacking us.
Needless to say, we all fell in love with bee keeping,
and we made a decision to join Cardiff and Vale
Bee Keeping Association to learn more about these
wonderful creatures and join a friendly community of
experts who can help us on our bee keeping journey.
Thank you to Nick for a wonderful afternoon.
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Planting for autumn – and thinking of spring...
Catherine Boswell

A

Dominicus Johannes Bergsma CC BY SA 3.0

Asters are one the best known of the garden plants,
also referred to as Michaelmas daisies, and come
predominantly in shades of pink, mauve, white and blue.
Some have been bred to be compact plants suitable for
pots; others can grow tall and may need staking.
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Aster x Frikartii ‘Monch’
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Another useful group of plants are the Heleniums,
originating in North America, and blooming from late
July through to September and October. Commonly
known as sneezewort, because reputedly, the plant can be
dried and made into a sneezing powder which helps to
clear the sinuses.
Whilst many of the dahlias have been bred to have multiWelsh Beekeeper

Helenium x ‘Moerheim Beauty’
petalled heads that can look wonderful, they are no use at
all for the bees. There are however much simpler, but just
as attractive dahlias that the bees can access, and none
better than the Bishop of Llandaff, a stunning open flower.

Richard Avery CC BY SA 4.0

Fortunately, there is still an abundance of plants that
will flower profusely even as the days start to shorten.
Many of these are from the daisy family, and have the
characteristic ray of petals surrounding the central flower
head. The key thing is to look for open simple flowers that
the bees can access for pollen and nectar.

Willow CC BY SA 3.0

utumn is the time when gardens glow with
oranges and yellows, and as the season
progresses, leaves on the trees turn shades of
red and gold (well some do) before finally falling. It is
important that beekeepers make the most of this time to
help their bees store as much honey and nectar as they
can to see them through the colder seasons.

Paeony-flowered dahlia ‘Bishop of Llandaff’
A successful garden plant, which many of you may
already have in your garden, is the Sedum or Ice Plant as
it is often called.
This will reliably flower year after year, but can have a
tendency to flop because of the heavy flat heads beloved
of insects. The advice is to resist overwatering; a bit of
‘tough love’ can help to keep them upright. If all else fails,
they can be staked, and if you have had them for some
years, it is worth considering dividing them at the end of
the season.

Japanese Anemone ‘Queen Charlotte’

David Stang CC BY SA 4.0

Another widely available plant worth a mention is the
Japanese Anemone, but again, try to steer clear of the
more recently bred double varieties if your objective is
provide for pollinating insects.

Frank Wouters CC BY 2.0

Verbena bonariensis has become very fashionable in
recent years. It will self seed freely if you let it, and looks
good mixed in with other plants where its ‘see-through’
characteristics means that it can be placed towards the
front of the border without blocking the plants behind.

Verbena Bonariensis
Gwenynwyr Cymru

One of the best ways to maximise the food available to
your bees early in the spring, is to refrain from overtidying your garden in the autumn. Try to leave some
Ivy, which is a wonderful source of nectar. The winter
and early spring flowering heathers are well worth
having, as is Pulmonaria or lungwort.

Dozarte CC BY SA 3.0

Sedum ‘Autumn Joy’

Many of us ‘put the garden to bed’ as the weather
gets colder, and don’t give it too much thought again
until new shoots start to emerge in the spring. Often
it is as late as Easter (a moveable feast as we all know)
before the gardening season really gets into its stride.
Unfortunately our bees will have been flying and
foraging sporadically since the first sunny days of early
spring, and lean pickings will often be all that they can
find.

Pulmonaria australis
When you start to think of ordering bulbs for the
spring, one of the best and earliest flowers is the crocus
which will be much appreciated when there is little else
available!
Dominicus Johannes Bergsma CC BY SA 3.0

James Mann CC BY SA 2.0
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Woodland Crocus
A few ideas to get you thinking. Happy gardening!
All photographs were sourced through Wikimedia
Commons and licenced for use with attribution to the
photographer: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by-sa/4.0/deed.en
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Uniting colonies

T

Lynfa Davies, Master Beekeeper, NDB

his is a good time of year to take stock of your
colonies and make a realistic decision about which
colonies are not big enough to be viable to make
it through the winter. We’ve all done it – attempted to get
small colonies through the winter hoping that they make
it!! But we’re just kidding ourselves and we would be far
better off putting effort into getting fewer strong colonies
through the winter and then splitting these the following
Spring if we want to make increase and build up the
number of colonies.
It is also worth remembering that uniting colonies is not
just a task for late summer but can be performed at any
time during the active beekeeping season.There are a
number of reasons why we might choose to do this:
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• Small colonies that are not increasing in size
(particularly in the Spring);
• Queenless colonies;
• Re-queening colonies – particularly with large
colonies it is often more successful to re-queen a
nuc from the larger parent colony and then unite
this to the parent colony;
• To reduce colony numbers especially after a busy
swarming season that has resulted in a number of
splits;
• Boosting colonies to create a stronger foraging
force to coincide with peak flows such as oilseed
rape or heather.
Figure 1. Gradually move the two colonies side by side
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Once we have made the decision that we would like to
join two (or sometimes more) colonies together there are
a few preparatory actions to take.
• Disease checks. Undertake brood disease
inspections and also test the adult bees for nosema.
Advice on how to do these will be available
through your association. Joining a sickly colony
onto a healthy one will not cure the problem,
except for conditions like chalkbrood which
may be brought under control once the colony is
boosted.
• Bring the colonies to be joined side by side with
entrances facing in the same way so that all flying
bees are orientated to more or less the same place
(Figure 1). With colonies from different apiaries
this is relatively simple and can be achieved in one
move (assuming the two apiaries are over 3 miles
apart). If the colonies are from the same apiary,
it will take longer and the hives will have to be
moved a small distance every few days until they
are side by side. If the apiary is not overcrowded
you will be able to move them 2-3 feet at a time,
but if there are several hives in the way that could
cause confusion to the flying bees, you will need to
be more cautious and move them less than 1 foot
at a time.
• Ensure the colonies have plenty of stores as this
creates a bit of a distraction when combining. It is
even better if there is a nectar flow on at the time
or, if not, give them a feed a couple of days before
uniting.
• Decide which queen is to be kept – if you have the
choice! Some people like to keep the spare queen
in a small nucleus until they are sure the colonies
have united successfully. Only do this if the spare
queen is worth keeping – remember the reason
why you decided to join the colonies in the first
place. Do not be tempted to join two colonies with
both queens in situ and let them fight it out – the
risk of ending up with no queen is too great.
Now everything is ready for the colonies to be combined.
We will consider two ways of doing this that allow
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colonies to be joined together without them fighting. The
more commonly used newspaper method and the direct
method which is useful for uniting two or more nucs.
The Newspaper Method
This is a simple, but very effective method of combining
two colonies using a sheet of newspaper to act as
temporary barrier. The bees join themselves together by
slowly chewing through the paper allowing their smells to
mingle so by the time they have chewed holes big enough
to crawl through they are happy to co-exist. This is where
having a nectar flow helps as the additional distraction
keeps them busy.
The best time of day to join colonies is in the evening
when there are fewer bees out foraging. This helps the
colony that is joined on top as its foraging bees would
have to face unknown guard bees as they enter the hive
and fights could break out. It does not really matter which
colony goes on the top or bottom, but I prefer to have the
larger or queen right colony on the bottom. During the
previous inspection remove any brace comb from the top
bars in the bottom brood box and from the bottom of
the frames in the top brood box so that all the frames sit
neatly.
Step 1

Figure 2. Hold the newspaper in place with the queen
excluder
on top – using a queen excluder if it is this box that
contains the queen.
Step 4
Place a second sheet of newspaper over the supers and
prick a few small holes in it – again using drawing pins to
hold it in place. Now the supers that go with the bottom
brood box can be added (Figure 3).

Remove the roof and supers of the colony that will be
on the bottom. Avoid using too much smoke and work
quietly and gently to avoid too much disturbance.
Step 2
Place a sheet of newspaper over the brood box.
Broadsheet newspapers are best as one sheet will cover
the box but if smaller sheets have to be used two sheets
overlapping will be needed. You may need drawing pins
to hold the paper in place. Make a few small holes in the
paper but not gaping tears. This helps the bees detect each
other and will allow their scents to start mixing. Place the
queen excluder over the paper (Figure 2).
Step 3
Place the second colony in their brood box on top of the
queen excluder. Add the supers from this colony directly
Gwenynwyr Cymru

Figure 3. Two colonies combined showing position of
newspaper
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Step 5

Step 3

Leave the bees alone for at least 5 days even though they
will have chewed through and mixed together in a day or
so. You will see the tell-tale sign of chewed up paper being
discarded from the entrance. Once you are happy that
they have successfully joined you can reduce them down
to one brood box by removing unused brood combs or
you may need to remove some combs of stores so that
they all fit into one box. You may also want to rationalise
the number of supers.

One by one take frames from alternate colonies, lightly
spray and then place into the brood box so that the bees
become mixed up. Figure 5 indicates how the queen is
sandwiched between red frames from her colony and
then frames from the other colony, in yellow are placed
alternately. When constructing the new brood nest keep
frames of brood together, stores to the outer edge of the
nest and then any empty frames to the outside.

The Direct Method of Uniting two or more Nucs
This method is useful and very quick. It involves lightly
spraying the frames of bees with water or a weak sugar
syrup before mixing them up in a brood box. It is possible
to join several nucs together in this way as long as the
combined number of frames all fit in the brood box.
Step 1
Place the floor, entrance block and brood box in the
required position. Open the nucs to be joined.
Step 2
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Find the frame with the queen you want to keep, lightly
spray and place in the brood box (Figure 4). Take another
frame from the queen’s colony, lightly spray and place
next to the queen so that she is sandwiched between bees
of her own colony. Now you know your queen is safely
installed you can proceed.
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Figure 5. Add the frames alternately to mix up the bees
The bees will focus on cleaning themselves up, by which
time their scents will have mingled. This method is
particularly useful for dealing with queenless nucs after
queen rearing operations. After a week or so you can
check that all is well, but do not be too hasty to disturb
them.
Uniting swarms
It is not uncommon to pick up several prime or cast
swarms on the same day, some of which can be rather
small. These can be simply joined together by shaking
them into a brood box at the same time or shaking them
onto a board in front of the brood chamber and letting
them walk in together. In this instance they have no
brood nest to defend so will happily join together without
fighting and you can leave them sort out which queen
they keep.
This article was first published in BBKA News, May 2017

Figure 4. Spray frame with light sugar syrup
Welsh Beekeeper
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A Reminder about Feeding Bees for the Winter
Season
Wally Shaw, Technical Officer, WBKA

B

y the time this edition of Welsh Beekeeper pops
through your letterbox you will probably have
removed the honey crop for the current season
(which I hope is a good one). However, if your bees have
access to heather, or you take them there, you will probably
have harvested the crop a week or so ago. Alternatively, if you
have Himalayan balsam within range, you may be delaying
the harvest for a week or more. Having removed the honey
from the hives, the beekeeper is now faced with a choice of
priority – feeding for winter or Varroa control.

Varroa Control
Unless you have done some Varroa control during the season
(i.e. used MAQ strips), it is essential to assess whether mite
population requires control and, if so, get on and do it
without delay. This is a critical time of year when the mite
population is probably at its maximum. This coincides with
the time when production of drone brood ceases and all the
parasitic pressure falls on worker brood. It is also the time
when winter bees start to be produced and it is absolutely
vital that these bees are not heavily infected with deformed
wing virus (DWV) so that they are able to survive the 6-7
months over winter in sufficient numbers to enable the
colony to re-build in the late winter and spring. If treatment
is delayed too long, the colony can pass the point of no
return, when no amount of control will enable the colony to
survive the winter.

Feeding before Treatment?
If Varroa control is to be done using a miticide that is vapour
mediated, e.g. Apiguard (or any of the other thymol-based
products), then feeding during the duration of the treatment
period (usually 4 weeks, with 2 separate applications 14 days
apart) is not advised. I have never found a definitive answer
why this is the case and I certainly know of beekeepers who
have fed during this period and the bees have taken the feed
with no apparent problem. However, I think the answer must
lie in the extra ventilation that is required during feeding.
Even though a colony is being fed a strong syrup, there is
Gwenynwyr Cymru

still a lot of water to be removed before it can become
sealed stores. This requires increased air exchange in
the hive (produced by the bees fanning) and this will
inevitably reduce the concentration of thymol vapour
and, as a consequence, Varroa control is likely to be less
effective. N.B. The applications of this type of treatment
must be consecutive (back-to-back) so it is not possible
have a half-time break for emergency feeding.
This means that the beekeeper should not proceed
directly to this type of Varroa control before first
checking that the colony has enough stores to last
4 weeks – assuming a worst-case scenario of poor
weather and/or no nectar sources, of course. If in
doubt about the adequacy of the stores, then a quick
round of feeding should be undertaken before Varroa
control is commenced – say 4L of syrup which a large
colony will take down in 2-4 days. The remainder of
the feeding can be deferred until after treatment, when
the beekeeper will also be in a better position to judge
how much additional feeding is required – so this
situation can be turned to the beekeeper’s advantage.

Feeding for the Winter
The other priority at this time of year is ensuring
that the colony has enough stores (16-18 kg; 35-40
lbs) to take it through the winter. In saying this, I am
assuming that you regard anything below the queen
excluder as belonging to bees and that you only remove
honey contained in the supers.
If, as some beekeeper think is best, you are willing to
leave the colony a super of honey for the winter then
this may be sufficient and no supplementary feeding
with sugar syrup will be required. However, you need
to be aware that if the super is on top of the hive and
the brood area is short on stores, the bees will take
honey (even sealed honey) from a super that is on top
down into a more readily accessible position. As it is
advisable not to leave a queen excluder on the hive over
winter, placing the super of honey below the brood
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area (directly on the floor) is probably a better option
because it avoids getting any brood in it when the colony
starts to build in the spring and before a queen excluder
can be installed.

Seasonal Variation
Depending on the availability of forage during July and
the behaviour of the colony during the same period, (i.e.
how much brood is being raised), the quantity of stores
that the colony manages to accumulate below the queen
excluder can vary greatly from almost nothing to a full
larder. Many established colonies, (i.e. those headed by
an older queen – not this year’s) may produce very little
brood during July and this will enable them to accumulate
stores in the brood area. Some colonies take this
behaviour to an extreme and the queen may cease laying
for 3 or even 4 weeks. This often leads the beekeeper to
fear that the colony is queen-less but if it is calm and
behaving normally do not panic. All will be well. By
contrast, those headed by a new queen may produce a lot
of brood during July in order to populate the colony with
her daughters.
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A final assessment of over-wintering stores is not possible
until the end of September or beginning of October
because a lot can happen during the intervening 2
months, i.e. the colony may have been forced to consume
some of its stores or, alternatively, it may be able to add
to them – and this is essentially unpredictable. In some
places and in some seasons a colony can collect 14 kg (30
lbs) plus of ivy honey and if the beekeeper has already fed
heavily this can seriously reduce space for the queen to lay
at the beginning of the new season
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Filling an Ashworth feeder
Welsh Beekeeper

Summary
This article is just a reminder, primarily for the new or
less experienced beekeepers, and seeks to emphasize
that there is no fixed recipe when it comes to feeding
for winter. The beekeeper needs to look carefully at the
status of each hive in relation to the above considerations.
Correct winter feeding is important; too little and the
colony may not survive the winter (or require emergency
feeding to save it); or too much and it may impede the
build-up of the colony in the spring and run the risk of
sugar syrup contamination of next season’s honey crop.
Spring feeding can always be used to save the day if you
have got it wrong, but the old adage that, “spring feeding
is best done in the autumn”, contains a good deal of
wisdom.
Heft the hive regularly to assess stores

The WBKA booklet, Feeding Bees, contains a lot more
information on all aspects of feeding – what to feed, when
to feed and how to feed – and I do not intent to repeat
this information here. As a member of WBKA you will
have received a copy of this booklet along with Welsh
Beekeeper last autumn– and now all you must do is find
where you put it! If you are a new beekeeper, you may not
have a copy, but your association should be able to supply
you with one. The movement restrictions imposed by
Covid-19 means that some associations may have run out
of copies of some WBKA booklets, but their Association
Secretary can (at no cost to the association) request a
supply from the WBKA General Secretary, Jenny Shaw. It
would not be cost effective to send booklets to individual
beekeepers so please don’t ask
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Insulated Hive Covers

T

Phil Springham

he Aberystwyth & District Beekeepers’ Association
recently enjoyed a talk by Derek Mitchell, on hive
ventilation and insulation, which has generated
some interest in how to make insulated hive covers.
I discovered Derek’s work some years ago and began
insulating my hives after reading a number of on-line
discussions about the subject. I am convinced that, at least
in the less than perfect conditions where I live (on a wet
and windy Welsh hilltop, 330m above sea level), insulation
helps them to thrive. They certainly all make it through
winter, having typically only eaten half of their winter
stores, and build up early in the spring.

Wild bees are well insulated and ventilation is limited
cavities in trees are often deep in the trunk, surrounded
on all sides, top and bottom, by thick wood, with one or
two small entrances. The mass of wood not only insulates
the colony, but also stores heat and so helps to regulate the
temperature. The same applies to humidity. The colony
strives to maintain a high humidity, which benefits the
developing larvae. However, excessive ventilation means
that this homeostasis is difficult to achieve.
Insulated hives in an apiary at 330 m above sea level

It is worth noting that the single-walled hive was a
modification designed to save wood during the war.
Langstroth, who originally designed the moveable-frame
hive, recommended a twin-walled construction, the cavity
of which could be insulated with straw, ash, or even dry
soil. The WBC hive could be similarly insulated.
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I leave the covers on all year, even over the supers, as they
can provide protection from the heat of the sun. I only
take them off if I’m doing a Snelgrove-type split, when
an upper entrance is required. Condensation does form
inside the lower parts of the cover, but the bees can collect
this during the winter, so perhaps avoid the need to fly out
to collect water to dilute the honey.

To make my hive covers, I made a box from 50mm
insulation sheets (Celotex, Kingspan etc.), large enough to
The suggestion that colonies might benefit from insulation cover a double brood box, one super, and the crown board
and floor. (I might consider making them taller in future
comes from a comparison of modern hives, like the
to contain more boxes). I made a piece to go under the
modified national, with cavities in trees that have housed
hive too, so all 6 sides are enclosed, with a slot cut out for
bees. Single-walled hives, often with open-mesh floors
the entrance. I made the internal size 2cm larger than the
and/or top ventilation, are draughty, and unable to retain
any heat generated by the colony. Studies have shown that hive, giving 1cm clearance each side. However, I would
recommend using a 2cm clearance on each side, so 4cm
in winter the air temperature 2cm from the cluster is the
larger overall, as a 1cm clearance is a little tight.
same as the outside ambient temperature. By contrast,
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1. Cut out the panels. I found a sharp unserrated kitchen
knife made the least mess

2. De-grease the foil with alcohol. The foil sometimes
has an oily covering which prevents tape from
sticking. I used propanol electric point cleaner.
3. Seal exposed edges with foil tape.
4. Glue it together. I used a “grab glue” and held it all
together with duct tape while the glue set. The idea is
to make it airtight so no draughts. You can seal any
gaps with tape too.
5. Cut a slot for the entrance, and tape the exposed
edges, otherwise the bees tend to chew into it.

6. Cover it with something to protect from damage.
I used Correx sheet, which was a mistake as it has
perished over the years and is disintegrating now.
I have not decided what to use instead yet. Any
suggestions welcome! Some people leave them foil, or
paint them.
7. I decorated mine to help prevent drifting, although
I’m not sure that was really necessary. They do look
nice though, don’t they!
Further information about Derek Mitchell’s work can
be found here: Derek Mitchell | School of Mechanical
Engineering | University of Leeds

Ivy Honey – Is it Good or Bad for the Bees?

M

By Wally Shaw (WBKA Technical Officer)

any beekeepers are suspicious about the value
of ivy honey as over-winter stores for their
colonies. It is the fastest granulating and
hardest setting honey in the UK. Because of the timing
of the flow, it is usually stored in the lateral frames in the
hive and therefore it is likely to be the last used over the
winter. So, when the beekeeper opens the hives in spring,
it is often conspicuous as the last remaining stores, and
this can give the impression that the bees do not like it
or cannot use it. However, honeybees are quite happy
to collect it along with the pollen that ivy also yields in
abundance and, even if we wanted to, how could we stop
them collecting it? Ivy also attracts lot of other insects
such as flies, wasps, hoverflies and bumble bees. It is also
a place where Asian hornets congregate, but whether they
are after the nectar or using it as a place that is rich in
other insects on which they can predate, I do not know.
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Ivy is certainly a valuable asset when it comes to locating
hornet nest sites.
We live on the Isle of Anglesey in an area of small fields
bounded by walls or fairly overgrown hedges. Ivy is
abundant almost everywhere and it forms a vital source
of forage for our bees during the autumn. It is usually
in flower from sometime in September right through
to the beginning of December. On the west side of the
island, where we live, our bees collect very little surplus
ivy honey, but you only have to set foot in the apiary,
much less open hives, to know that the ivy is being
worked because of its very distinctive smell. However,
very little of the nectar is stored and the bees presumably
use it for day-to-day running costs. On the east side of
the island the situation is quite different and in a good
autumn a colony can store up to 30lbs of ivy honey. Why
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the difference? We do not think it is anything to do with
the amount of ivy within foraging range, but more to do
with the flying time that is possible due to the weather.
Although the west side of the island it no colder than
the east it is the wind speed that is probably the limiting
factor.
The unpredictability of ivy honey can present quite a
problem to the beekeeper. When feeding the colonies in
late August and September how much should you feed
them? If you feed generously and this is followed by good
autumn weather, then the colonies can run out of storage
space and they will actually build wild comb above the
coverboard (in the roof) to accommodate the ivy honey.
The usual solution is to add a super just in case and this
can be removed before winter if it has not been utilised.
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I know of no reason to suppose that bees have a problem
using ivy honey. Bees need a
supply of water to consume any
type of honey and the hardness
of ivy honey does not seem to
give them any problem. In New
Zealand commercial beekeepers
are not nearly as nice to their
bees as we are and do not always
feed them syrup. Many just put
a tray feeder on top of the hive,
fill it with granulated sugar and
let them get on with it. My point
here is that you cannot get much
harder than dry granulated
sugar! Perhaps I should add that
dry sugar is only recommended
for strong colonies and weak colonies, or those close to
starvation, are treated more kindly and fed syrup.
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As I see it, the main problem is what to do with left-over
ivy honey in spring? There are two reasons for removing
left-over still sealed ivy honey in the late spring. The main
one is to allow the brood nest to expand because the
bees will not normally uncap sealed honey unless they
actually need it (to eat) and at this time of year there will
be incoming nectar. The second reason is so that it does
not get mixed up with current year’s honey, contaminate it
and create problems when it comes to extraction.
On the rare occasions, when removal has been necessary,
Welsh Beekeeper

I have scraped off the cappings with an uncapping fork,
dipped the frame in a bucket of warm water and put
the frame out for the bees to clean up. The dipping can
be repeated daily until all the honey has been removed.
However, this is only worthwhile if combs are in good
condition and can be re-used immediately. I should
emphasise that putting frames out for cleaning by bees
should not be done if there is a disease risk in your area!
The honey can also be removed (recovered) by scraping
the comb down to midrib and warming the mixture of
wax and honey to about 40oC and then separating it using
a sieve. There is apparently a niche market for ivy honey,
but I cannot imagine why! The honey is said to improve
with age, but as far as I am concerned it’s strictly for the
bees.
In summary, our bees seem to thrive on ivy honey. I
do not think it is relevant, but we keep near-black bees
(Apis mellifera mellifera) and I suppose some other races
might not cope so well. I say this
because it is known that some
races of bee do not over-winter
well on heather honey which has
a higher indigestible content.
When bees are unable to defecate
regularly some bees suffer from
dysentery, but ‘heather adapted
bees’ can hold their gut contents
for longer without ill effect. I
doubt if anything similar applies
to ivy honey, so I think you are
safe in assuming that ivy honey
can be counted as a normal part
Photo: Gerry Collins
of the winter stores.
Ivy honey is reputed to have medicinal properties and to
be good for colds and especially catarrh – but that could
well be because it tastes so horrible. Even if it did have
medicinal properties, I doubt this is of much relevance to
the bees - but you never know. We recently submitted a
sample of ivy honey to the Bangor University BEACON
laboratory where, amongst other things, they screen
biological materials for potentially useful chemicals.
Unlike the leaves of ivy, nothing of interest was found in
the honey. I find it intriguing that when sheep are driven
down our lane, progress is slowed by them pausing to
snatch mouthfuls of ivy. Although most farmers do not
have a good word to say for ivy, perhaps the sheep know
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what is good for them?
One reassurance that a good flow of ivy nectar provides is
that colonies are unlikely to be short of pollen going into
the winter. The only missing piece in the jigsaw is that
little seems to be known about the nutritional properties
of ivy pollen; does it contain a good balance of the amino
acids that bees require for their health and longevity?
Lipids (fats) are also an important part of a bee’s diet and
I have no idea if ivy honey contains a supply of these and
in what quantity.
A bee approaching ivy (Photo by Stanze)
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/

Full Steam Ahead
Harold Williams

H

aving spent many hours cutting out old wax
from frames and then scraping them clean,
plus scrubbing with water containing washing
soda, a chance encounter with a tea urn that had failed
its electrical safety test inspired me to turn it into a steam
cleaning device.
The defunct power supply wiring was removed but the
outlet tap and the heating element were left in situ as
they provided the watertight integrity of the vessel. Next
the lid required a slight modification to allow steam to
enter. This was achieved by drilling a hole in the lid to
take a 15mm/ 90˚ copper pipe fitting with a stub of pipe
in it. A length of flexible reinforced plastic tubing was
attached to this stub of pipe and this in turn led to the
steam generating unit. What is the steam generating unit?
It is the extremely useful steam wallpaper stripper. The
flexible pipe on the stripper cannot be used as it does not
fit the 15mm copper pipe adapter in the lid.

switches it off if the water level drops too low. I sometimes
do get busy with other things and that safety device earns
its keep.
As well as a cleaner, this steaming setup can be used to
melt wax and I am experimenting with various containers
and filters to obtain optimum results. Although the
steaming really cleans things, a fair amount of propolis
still adheres to the frames and some hand cleaning cannot
be avoided. However, I can live with that.

The tea urn will take 6 frames, be they super or brood,
very comfortably. The wedge bars are always removed
and included along with the frames. The lid of the urn
is a good fit and does have two small vents in it which
indicate very well that steam is being generated. Water
is added to the wallpaper stripper unit and the whole
shebang is fired up. A safety device in the stripper unit
Gwenynwyr Cymru
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Size matters!

W

Frank Gellatly, Regional Bee Inspector Wales

ith Asian Hornet week upon us (6th – 13th
September) it is again time to take look
around for their possible incursion into
Wales. In early autumn wasps and hornets are at their
most numerous, before the nests produce drones and the
young queens that will overwinter through to next year.
What is true for the European Hornet (Vespa crabro)
and wasp (Vespa vulgaris) equally applies to the invasive
Asian Hornet (Vespa velutina). This is the time of year
when they are most likely to be spotted hawking around
beehives or with other pollinators on stands of late
blossom, especially ivy.
It is important to be able to distinguish between these
insect species and between other similar wasps and flies.
Last year there were nearly 9,600 reports of Asian Hornet
sightings to the UK Centre for Ecology and Hydrology
(UKCEH) but only two were confirmed as Asian Hornet,
and a single nest was subsequently found and destroyed
in Gosport, Hampshire in September 2020.
There is no doubt the Asian Hornet is a very successful
invasive species, as borne out by its rapid expansion in
France since 2004 and its further spread into parts of
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Germany, Netherlands, Belgium
and the Channel Islands. Since 2016, there have been
10 nests found and destroyed in England and there is
nothing to prevent a similar incursion in Wales. Our main
defence against its establishment in this country is the
vigilance of beekeepers and observant members of the
public.

European hornet in Wales and it is the most commonly
misidentified and reported insect as Asian Hornet, but
overall it is larger, browner and yellower than the Asian
hornet, so size matters, along with coloration! You should
also report it to your local Beekeeping Association Asian
Hornet Co-ordinator, details on the WBKA website.

Asian hornets - note the
distribution of yelloworange colours

European hornet (Vespa Crabro)
Workers are approximately 25mm long and queens are
larger measuring up to 35mm. The head is yellow with
large “C” shaped eyes, the thorax is reddish brown, and
the abdomen is predominantly yellow with reddish brown
stripes. The wings and legs are also a reddish brown. In
flight the European hornet produces a loud low buzzing
noise and can be seen flying at night.
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Asian Hornet (Vespa velutina)
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The workers are up to 25mm long and queens are up to
30mm. The head is dark when seen from above, orange
from the front. The thorax is dark and velvety and the
abdomen dark brown with a yellow-orange band on the
4th segment. The wings are a dark grey brown and the
legs yellow.
If you suspect you have seen an Asian Hornet, report it on
the Asian Hornet Watch app, the addition of a photograph
vastly increases the usefulness of the report. We have the
Welsh Beekeeper

The European hornet is larger, browner and yellower
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Giant woodwasp (Urocerus gigas)

Dark giant horsefly (Tabanus sudeticus)

The giant woodwasp is a large sawfly which can measure
up to 52mm in length. Females have black and yellow
bands on their abdomen, yellow legs and a black face
with yellow eyes and antennae. Females also have a long
ovipositor, which is used for laying eggs in pine trees and
can often be mistaken for a sting. Males are smaller and
do not have an ovipositor, with the yellow of the abdomen
generally being more orange-red or brown. The wings are
clouded slightly yellow-brown and in flight the insect can
easily be mistaken for a hornet.

The dark giant horsefly is a large species of fly measuring
approximately 25mm in length. The eyes are large, dark
and iridescent and the thorax and legs vary in colour
from dark to light brown. The abdomen is broad and
pointed with light and dark bands that range from black
through the browns with contrasting light brown, yellow
and cream areas.
The dark giant horsefly commonly feeds on the blood
of cattle, deer and horses but is also known to feed on
humans. In flight it makes a deep humming sound which
abruptly stops before it settles on a feeding host.

Hornet mimic hoverfly (Volucella
zonaria)
The hornet mimic hoverfly mimics the colourings and
markings of hornets and wasps as a defence mechanism
to keep predators such as birds away. Measuring
approximately 25mm in length it has a yellow face, red
brown thorax, legs and eyes and a yellow and black
striped abdomen. Interestingly females will lay their eggs
in wasp and hornet nests and their larvae can be found in
these nests.
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Wasp (Vespa vulgaris)
For comparison, queen wasps are around 20-25mm long
and workers are 11-14mm. They have two pairs of grey
wings and long dark antennae. The head is triangularshaped with unique anchor-shaped marking. The thorax
and abdomen are bright yellow with black bands along
the body and, together with hornets, have an obvious
waist area separating the thorax from the abdomen, the
sting is located on the end of the abdomen.
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An Appreciation of Dai Thomas - A
Pembrokeshire Beekeeper
It is not often in life that one has the good fortune to
come across an unsung hero.
Dai Thomas was such a man. The epitome of that quiet,
unassuming beekeeper, entirely in tune with his bees,
always respecting their endeavours and treating them
gently and patiently.
He was my mentor in beekeeping and I will always
treasure not only his technical expertise but, equally
importantly, his teaching in terms of taking your time,
looking for what the bees will tell you in a colony, and
going about inspections in a quiet and methodical
manner.
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He was also one of the few folk I know, and not only
in beekeeping, that did not consider knowledge as a
possession to be guarded and kept to oneself. He was free
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with all of those little nuggets of information, gleaned
over decades of beekeeping and shared without a second
thought.
In the hustle and bustle of modern life, we are sometimes
apt to forget that beekeeping is a hobby, to be enjoyed,
to be savoured and one that gives us fortunate few the
opportunity to get closer to nature than most other
people.
I’m not sure we will ever see the likes of Dai again. We can
only strive to be as good a beekeeper as he was, to be as
kind and thoughtful towards the natural world in general
and bees in particular as he was and to ensure that his
legacy lives on in all of us whenever we put on a beesuit.
Jeremy Percy
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A Word of Warning to Hobby Beekeepers
Ian Campbell, BBKA News &Andy Watters, Kingston upon Thames BKA

M

any of us will be familiar with the sometimes
Kafkaesque process of dealing with large
organisations offering insurance, utilities
and services, for whom full disclosure and small print
exclusions seem to open the door to the possibility of
claims being rejected or cover denied over the omission
of what may appear innocuous details. The ‘innocent’
may be completely unaware of the potentially devastating
consequences that may be caused if insurance cover
was put at risk. Now a situation has come to light which
may make many doorstep honey sellers and others with
minor hobby sales, review their home insurance cover. It
raises the important question of how to ensure adequate
cover without paying excessive premiums that can be
associated with upgrading to small business cover. This
issue becomes even more important during these times
of vastly increased home working. Hobby beekeepers are
fortunate if income exceeds expenditure and profits are
infrequent. An increase in overheads could be a factor in
causing a loss of beekeepers both existing and potential.
The issue in this case relates to domestic buildings/
contents cover of London hobby beekeeper and BBKA
member Andy Watters, who keeps fewer than five hives
and who occasionally sells surplus honey from the
doorstep. Andy took the decision to inform his insurer of
this after reading a recent BBKA News item. Andy is not
registered as a business nor is he registered with HMRC.
The following are edited exerts from correspondence
between BBKA News and the Andy regarding his quest to
find appropriate insurance:
Andy: My existing insurer spoke with the underwriters
and then told me my insurance policy was invalid as they
could not cover me for this [doorstep honey sales] due to
risks; risks being people coming onto my property and
knocking on the door for honey. If it had been an honesty
stall on the boundary of the property then that would be
OK. Basically, I cannot even pay them an extra premium
to get covered; they refused to cover me so either my
policy is invalid, or I must stop selling honey from the
door.
Surprised at the reply Andy then began to discuss matters
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further with the insurer and look for other alternatives:
Andy: Her [the insurance advisor’s] statement, from what
the underwriters told her, amounted to a risk element
from purchasers entering…our property – i.e. walking up
the short path to the front door, in order to purchase a jar
of honey. She stated I could be covered under the terms
of insurance if I had an ‘honesty stall’ on the boundary of
the property with jars of honey available and a cash box;
that way, buyers would not have to enter the property to
purchase the honey and therefore there being a risk i.e.
they trip over a slab or slip and break a leg etc...
Andy attempted to find an acceptable way to continue
with the policy, including offering to remove all signage
but to no avail. The insurer confirmed their position in a
statement:
I can confirm as per the underwriters notes on this
policy that if you do have visitors to the property that are
there just to buy the honey then this would invalidate
your insurance. The issue isn’t the wording on the sign
but the fact that there would be an increased number of
visitors to the property. If this is something that you are
intending to do/continue with then we would not be able
to continue with this policy.
Andy began to contact other insurance brokers and the
media to explore options and to gain coverage for what
he believes is an under reported issue with potentially
major consequences. Andy also contacted the BBKA
and received information back from them following
a conversation between the BBKA and their primary
insurer. However, the response was limited by Charity
Commission guidance on providing commercial
recommendations. Andy then received fourteen daysnotice of cancellation of the policy by the insurer.
However, in a subsequent email the insurer stated: that if I
decided to not sell any honey from home for the life of the
policy, it could continue.
During the course of investigating alternative cover
Andy found a range of responses from other insurers
and brokers accompanied by a significant range of higher
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premiums. Some policies did require business cover,
although this was sometimes tiered into minor business.
Other insurers linked policies to smallholder/agriculture,
working from home cover similar to selling eggs and milk
from the doorstep.
In the meantime, Andy’s determination resulted in
interest from The Times’ Money Section who followed up
the story and contacted Aviva regarding the issue. Shortly
after this his insurers contacted Andy again:
Andy: Things have suddenly taken a turn for the better…I
received a phone call this morning where they have
stated it was all a big mistake, an error, and I was advised
wrongly. The underwriters have confirmed I can sell
honey
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Andy mused on the change of heart: The advisor at
Customer Services this morning was overly apologetic
and stated that senior directors had asked him to call me
and explain. He made out that it was human error on the
part of all the previous advisors, when it is pretty obvious
that the underwriters and directors of the company were
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warding off any negative publicity and decided to relent.
In addition, they have offered me financial compensation
for my troubles.
Andy believes that full disclosure is essential, but remains
concerned that other insurers may not yet have reached
such newly found enlightenment on the important
difference between a hobby and a small business. He
concludes: All leisure beekeepers that sell any amount of
honey from home, should inform the home buildings/
contents insurer of that fact. If you do not and ever have
to make a claim, you may find them refusing to pay out.
As hobbyist beekeepers, we must not let the insurance
industry bully us into having our hobby defined as a
business, when we may only sell a few jars of honey
to friends and neighbours. As one underwriter stated:
‘underwriting is not a science, it’s an art’. And in that
respect, we can get them to adapt their policies, but only
if we, as hobbyist beekeepers, put enough pressure on the
industry to make them see sense.
Reprinted from the BBKA News, August 2021
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WBKA ADVICE
WBKA strongly discourages the importation of queen bees and colonies of bees from outside the UK.
We encourage readers to source locally adapted bees and/or make their own increase (as described in
the booklet A Simple Guide to Making Increase which can be downloaded from the WBKA website). All
prospective purchasers should satisfy themselves of the origin of bees offered for sale, whether via this
publication or any other source.

Gwenynwyr Cymru
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Beekeeping, Swarming
and General Husbandry
I have had bees for 10 years now. I
did beginners training at our local
Association but nothing afterwards.
I have bee books; I get Bee Craft,
Welsh Beekeeper and BBKA News.
I browsed, but never studied.
Beekeeping was becoming tedious,
failures quite common, lack of honey
yield tiresome.
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Just before lockdown, I did two NDB
short courses which changed my
beekeeping. The first was Seasonal
Management, the second Swarm
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Control. Then, immediately before
lockdown, I attended the WBKA
arranged course on preparing to take
the General Husbandry Assessment.
So, what changed?
Firstly, I now plan for next year. I
start around the end of July/early
August. How many colonies will I
keep? Which Queens will I retain?
What treatments will I give and
when? How will I ‘deal’ with any
nasty colonies? What kit will I need?
Secondly, I rearranged my apiary. I
can now move around without being
noticed. I have room to move, and I
can move colonies within the apiary
if I need to. It’s so much easier to
work.
I did all this by preparing as if I was

going to do the General Husbandry
Assessment. I cleared out my shed,
cleaned and repaired all my kit. I
made an inventory, so I knew what
I had and, more importantly, what
I needed. So, when spring came, I
did not have to rush. I knew where
things were and could concentrate on
the bees. No colonies were lost over
winter, although one did not make it
into spring because I left a full feeder
on – the bees stored it all away and
left no space for the queen to raise the
new season bees. I had been told that
it is OK to leave Ambrosia on a hive
– “the bees will take what they want.”
Yes, they will, but they don’t know
when to stop! ‘Space’ means empty
drawn comb.
Then there is swarming. There is
so much bad advice out there like
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“leave an heir and a spare” in relation
to queen cells. “When the queen
emerges, she goes round the hive
and kills all the other queens”, I had
been told. Does she heck! I had
found three successive casts on the
same piece of fencing near my apiary
as a colony swarmed itself from
perfection to oblivion! Thanks to the
training courses I have attended, I
now know better. Much better. And
how to deal with it.
My swarm management and queen
rearing work in unison now. I have
a plan and I can more or less stick
to it and be reasonably successful. I
learned the need for, and value of,
drawn comb. Lots of it. I ‘’Bailey
Comb Changed’ two hives that
seemed keen on expanding and I
used new frames of brood in nucs
to help raise my queens and supply
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bees. It is so much more satisfying to
be doing things with a longer-term
aim in mind, rather than the “Oh
my God! What do I do now?” panic
response.
My bees are healthy, so says the
Seasonal Bee Inspector (apart from a
little chalk brood in a damp apiary).
The nasty bees have been ‘removed’.
I’ve learned to raise new mated
queens in Apideas – three out of three
is a good start. I have learned how to
pick up queens and mark them (well,
drones so far – my queens are too
expensive for my podgy fingers! Call
it a work in progress).
The General Husbandry preparation
training showed me my initial
training was superficial in many
areas, and I needed to improve.
Queen rearing, handling queens,

swarm management, colony
selection, planning and preparing.
And the need for drawn comb!
A huge thank you to the course
tutors, and to all the other attendees,
for sharing their knowledge and
experience so freely.
Doing the actual assessment may
not be for everyone. But go through
the syllabus. Ask yourself if you
could do what it asks. Because
if you cannot, you still have some
learning to do. The Basic Assessment
is the start – you might know the
basics. But the General Husbandry
Assessment is about demonstrating
competence. And we need more
competent beekeepers. Do not be
shy, give it a try.
John Mosedale
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From the Archives
Old Welsh Recipes for Mead

A

Quarterly Bulletin Oct – Dec 1988

n old manuscript notebook
now preserved in the
Glamorgan Record Office
contains two very interesting
traditional recipes for making mead.
The notebook was written by John
Perkins, a well-to-do farmer in the
village of Llantrithyd in the Vale of
Glamorgan, during the period of the
Napoleonic Wars. Perkins farmed at
Llantrithyd from 1790 until his death
in 1816, and he evidently kept a large
number of bees on his farm, because
a lean-to building still surviving with
fourteen recesses in the wall was
probably used as a winter bee house.
The first of John Perkin’s recipes for
mead reads as follows:
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Take forty pounds of the best honey,
forty-four quarts of soft water, the
whites of eight eggs put together on a
clear fire, keep stirring it till it boils.
Let it boil slowly exactly two hours,
skimming it as often as the skim
arises to the face, when it is cold add
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the juice of twelve Seville oranges and
the thin rind of six, and three pints
of French brandy (if you please) but
it will do without – put it in a sweet
ten-gallon cask, stop it up in four
or five days, let in the cask twelve
months.

Take forty pounds of best
honey, forty-four quarts
of soft water and the
whites of eight eggs
The second recipe reads:
To twenty pints of maiden honey
put 22 quarts of spring water, stir
it together till it is thoroughly
incorporated, then set it over the fire
and scum it well as long as any will
rise. When it has boiled a quarter of
an hour, put in two ounces of the best
Farnham hops, continue boiling half
an hour longer, then take it off into

a tub and let it stand all night. Next
morning put a range very gently into
it, and in that a rack pipe, through
which draw off into your vessel. Lay
only a linen rag over the bung hole
for two or three days, then stop it up
very close. It ought to stand a year
before it is bottled. Take great care
the cask be right good. It should be
a brandy or sherry cask. Burn a few
matches in it just as you put in the
liquor. Let it not be full by the length
of a finger.
These recipes sound as though they
would make a very sweet drink. The
writer would be pleased to hear of
any other old Welsh recipes for mead
which readers may know of or use.
W. Linnard, Welsh Folk Museum, St.
Fagans, Cardiff. CF5 6XB
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Photo Competition Winners!

hank you all for your entries to our photo competition and congratulations to the
winners. Thanks also to Claire Waring for judging and E.H. Thorne (Beehives) Ltd,
who have kindly sponsored the autumn competition and donated a £50 voucher for
the overall winner.

1st

2nd

Philip Lewis

Barry Griffiths

3rd

Barry Griffiths

Our photo competition is continuing, so get snapping!
Note that the following rules will apply.
• Entrants must be WBKA members, either directly or through membership of a WBKA-affiliated
association.
• Entries must be submitted, by email, to editor@wbka.com, by the following deadlines:
31 October for the Winter edition; 31 January for the Spring edition;
30 April for the Summer edition; 31 July for the Autumn edition
• Entries must be honey bee, or beekeeping related, must be the original work of the entrant, and
must not have been winning entries in any other photographic competition.
• Photos submitted should be orientated horizontally, and should be a minimum file size of 2MB.
• Photos may be cropped, as long as the size does not fall below 2MB. Minor adjustments, including
contrast and slight colour adjustment, are permitted.
• Photos which have been altered or enhanced beyond such minor adjustments, whether digitally or
otherwise, are not eligible. If the judge determines that a photographer has altered his or her photo,
they reserve the right to disqualify it.
• The judge’s decision will be final and no correspondence will be entered into regarding this.
• Submission of an entry to the competition indicates that the owner of the image permits WBKA to
publish the winning and runner-up entries in the magazine. The winning image may be featured on
the front cover.
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